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    		Perth

      
Perth (/ˈpɜːrθ/) is the capital and largest city of the Australian state of Western Australia. It is the fourth-most populous city in Australia, with an estimated population of 2.02 million (as of  30 June 2014) living in Greater Perth. Perth is part of the South West Land Division of Western Australia, with the majority of the metropolitan area of Perth located on the Swan Coastal Plain, a narrow strip between the Indian Ocean and the Darling Scarp, a low coastal escarpment. The first areas settled were on the Swan River, with the city's central business district and port (Fremantle) both located on its shores. Perth is formally divided into a number of local government areas, which themselves consist of a large number of suburbs, extending from Two Rocks in the north to Rockingham in the south, and east inland to The Lakes.



Perth was originally founded by Captain James Stirling in 1829 as the administrative centre of the Swan River Colony. It gained city status (currently vested in the smaller City of Perth) in 1856, and was promoted to the status of a Lord Mayorality in 1929. The city is named after Perth, Scotland, due to the influence of Sir George Murray, then British Secretary of State for War and the Colonies. The city's population increased substantially as a result of the Western Australian gold rushes in the late 19th century, largely as a result of emigration from the eastern colonies of Australia. During Australia's involvement in World War II, Fremantle served as a base for submarines operating in the Pacific Theatre, and a US Navy Catalina flying boat fleet was based at Matilda Bay. An influx of immigrants after the war, predominantly from Britain, Greece, Italy and Yugoslavia, led to rapid population growth. This was followed by a surge in economic activity flowing from several mining booms in the late 20th and early 21st centuries that saw Perth become the regional headquarters for a number of large mining operations located around the state.
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    		Perth (UK Parliament constituency)

      
Perth was a constituency of the House of Commons of the Parliament of the United Kingdom from 1832 to 1918, 1918 to 1950, and 1997  to 2005. From 1832 to 1918 it was a burgh constituency. From 1918 to 1950, and 1997 to 2005, it was a county constituency. During each of the three periods it elected one Member of Parliament (MP).



 Boundaries 



 Boundaries 1832 to 1918 



As created by the Representation of the People (Scotland) Act 1832, and first used in the 1832 general election, the constituency included the burgh of Perth and was one of two constituencies covering the county of Perth. The other was the Perthshire constituency (except that five detached parishes of the county were within the Clackmannanshire and Kinross-shire constituency).



The boundaries of the constituency, as set out in the Representation of the People (Scotland) Act 1832, were-



Prior to the 1832 general election, the county (including the detached parishes) had been covered by the Perthshire constituency and Perth Burghs. Perth Burghs consisted of the burgh of Perth and burghs in the county of Fife and the county of Forfar.
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    		Perth, Scotland

      
Coordinates: 56°23′49″N 3°26′13″W / 56.397°N 3.437°W / 56.397; -3.437


Perth ([image: ]i/ˈpɜːrθ/; Scottish Gaelic: Peairt [ˈpʰɛuɾt̪]) is a city in central Scotland, located on the banks of the River Tay. It is the administrative centre of Perth and Kinross council area and the historic county of Perthshire. According to the preliminary 2011 census results Perth, including its immediate suburbs, has a population of 50,000.
Perth has been known as The Fair City since the publication of the story Fair Maid of Perth by Scottish writer Sir Walter Scott in 1828. During the later medieval period the city was also called St John's Toun or Saint Johnstoun by its inhabitants in reference to the main church dedicated to St John the Baptist. This name is preserved by the city's football team, St Johnstone F.C.



The name Perth comes from a Pictish word for wood or copse. There has been a settlement at Perth since prehistoric times, on a natural mound raised slightly above the flood plain of the Tay, where the river could be crossed at low tide. The area surrounding the modern city is known to have been occupied since Mesolithic hunter-gatherers arrived more than 8000 years ago. Nearby Neolithic standing stones and circles also exist, dating from about 4000 BC, following the introduction of farming in the area.
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                                Citizen's Arrest | 9 News Perth

                                    Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G Get more breaking news at: https://bit.ly/2nobVgF A citizen's arrest that ended a crime spree has been caught on camera. The good Samaritan pinned down an alleged carjacker as he tried to steal a second car in the northern suburbs. 
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                                O'Connor crash ends in dramatic citizen's arrest I 9News Perth

                                    A crash has ended in a dramatic citizen's arrest in Perth's southern suburbs, with strangers tackling a man to the ground.

Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G More Perth News here: https://bit.ly/36dullR
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                                    Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G Get more breaking news at: https://bit.ly/2nobVgF A Thornlie man is being hailed a hero for making a citizen's arrest after a bag snatch in Maddington yesterday. 
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                                Perth vigilantes make extraordinary citizen's arrest I 9News Perth

                                    Two Perth vigilantes have made an extraordinary citizen's arrest on an alleged child sex predator at a suburban park. Police say the men posed as a 14-year-boy on a dating app to lure the 61-year-old man.

#9News | Nightly at 6.00pm
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                                Citizen's Arrest | 9 News Perth

                                    Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G Get more breaking news at: https://bit.ly/2nobVgF A carjacking has turned into a brutal citizen's arrest as a small town fought back against a would-be thief.

A mechanic was forced to smash his own ute to try and stop the thief.
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Join Nine News for the latest in news and events that affect you in your local city, as well as news from across Australia and the world.

For more head to: https://www.9now.com.au/nine-news-perth
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                                    A dramatic citizen's arrest has taken place in the Perth suburb of Toodyay after a mechanic was pushed down and his ute stolen. 
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                                Sovereign citizen gets roasted by quick-thinking cop

                                    A sovereign citizen who was pulled over for driving without a seatbelt received a taste of his own medicine after he was outwitted by two savvy police officers. 
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                                    Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G Get more breaking news at: https://bit.ly/2nobVgF A ram raiding thief is in an induced coma in hospital tonight after a dramatic citizen’s arrest. 
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                                Police smash Australian 'sovereign citizen' driver's window during arrest in Coffs Harbour

                                    A highway cop filmed dragging a woman from her car after she rattles off bizarre excuses.
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7NEWS combines the trusted and powerful news brands including Sunrise, The Morning Show, The Latest, and 7NEWS.com.au, delivering unique, engaging and continuous coverage on the issues that matter most to Australians. Watch 7NEWS nightly at 6pm and weekdays at 11:30am and 4pm on Channel 7 and 7plus.
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                    A crash has ended in a dramatic citizen's arrest in Perth's southern suburbs, with strangers tackling a man to the ground.
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                    Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G Get more breaking news at: https://bit.ly/2nobVgF A Thornlie man is being hailed a hero for making a citizen's arrest after a bag snatch in Maddington yesterday.
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                    Two Perth vigilantes have made an extraordinary citizen's arrest on an alleged child sex predator at a suburban park. Police say the men posed as a 14-year-boy on a dating app to lure the 61-year-old man.
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                    Subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2ojPZ6G Get more breaking news at: https://bit.ly/2nobVgF A carjacking has turned into a brutal citizen's arrest as a small town fought back against a would-be thief.

A mechanic was forced to smash his own ute to try and stop the thief.
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                    A dramatic citizen's arrest has taken place in the Perth suburb of Toodyay after a mechanic was pushed down and his ute stolen.
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                    A sovereign citizen who was pulled over for driving without a seatbelt received a taste of his own medicine after he was outwitted by two savvy police officers.
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    		Perth

      
Perth (/ˈpɜːrθ/) is the capital and largest city of the Australian state of Western Australia. It is the fourth-most populous city in Australia, with an estimated population of 2.02 million (as of  30 June 2014) living in Greater Perth. Perth is part of the South West Land Division of Western Australia, with the majority of the metropolitan area of Perth located on the Swan Coastal Plain, a narrow strip between the Indian Ocean and the Darling Scarp, a low coastal escarpment. The first areas settled were on the Swan River, with the city's central business district and port (Fremantle) both located on its shores. Perth is formally divided into a number of local government areas, which themselves consist of a large number of suburbs, extending from Two Rocks in the north to Rockingham in the south, and east inland to The Lakes.



Perth was originally founded by Captain James Stirling in 1829 as the administrative centre of the Swan River Colony. It gained city status (currently vested in the smaller City of Perth) in 1856, and was promoted to the status of a Lord Mayorality in 1929. The city is named after Perth, Scotland, due to the influence of Sir George Murray, then British Secretary of State for War and the Colonies. The city's population increased substantially as a result of the Western Australian gold rushes in the late 19th century, largely as a result of emigration from the eastern colonies of Australia. During Australia's involvement in World War II, Fremantle served as a base for submarines operating in the Pacific Theatre, and a US Navy Catalina flying boat fleet was based at Matilda Bay. An influx of immigrants after the war, predominantly from Britain, Greece, Italy and Yugoslavia, led to rapid population growth. This was followed by a surge in economic activity flowing from several mining booms in the late 20th and early 21st centuries that saw Perth become the regional headquarters for a number of large mining operations located around the state.
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 			Balga stabbing, Perth: Heartbreaking twist after Mauwa Kizenga allegedly stabbed to death

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      19 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Mauwa Kizenga, 22, and her cousin were on their way to visit relatives when she was allegedly set upon by a stranger in a random attack outside a primary school in Balga in Perth's north on Saturday night.
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            25 Gazette editorial, (“Scathing report demonstrates need for government reforms,”) correctly points out the deficiencies of the government of Saratoga Springs in supporting its citizens ... Perth.
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            The Perth man, who is Jewish and a dual Australian-Israeli citizen, flew with the budget airline from Perth to Bali with his wife and three children on January 3 ... Jetstar has been contacted for a response ....
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			The Daily Mail
			
      23 Jan 2024
			
  		
            She was spotted at Perth Airport on Monday ... Margaret Court emerged on Monday leaving Perth with husband Barry days after she was branded as a 'second class citizen' by a newspaper columnist ... citizen.'.
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			Cedar News
			
      23 Jan 2024
			
  		
            Margaret Court looked dejected as she arrived at Perth Airport on Monday to fly to Melbourne ... Margaret Court left Perth with her husband Barry on Monday, days after a newspaper columnist branded her a “second-class citizen”.
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            Margaret Court looked downcast when she arrived at Perth Airport on Monday to fly to Melbourne ... Margaret Court emerged on Monday leaving Perth with husband Barry days after she was branded as a 'second class citizen' by a newspaper columnist.
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            Despite the fact that the citizens of these countries are out on the streets protesting in droves ... government uses our money to fund endless wars instead of funding what we, its citizens, want, need and demand.
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            Social media quickly erupted with memes about them dating before the couple said their goodbyes at Perth airport before Fowler flew back to England to play in the Women's Super League with the Citizens.
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            Post-event, Brisbane, Melbourne, and Sydney indicated greater support for their respective cities hosting the event, while Adelaide and Perth citizens showed a decrease in support.
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            The 65-year-old, who is now staying at a Perth motel, arrived in Australia in 2010 after fleeing Afghanistan where his father and brother were killed by the Taliban ... has been staying at a Perth motel.
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            Cops raided 20 properties in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth ... Cops raided a total of 20 properties in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth.
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 			West Australian Elden Chamberlain held in Cagayan de Oro City Jail in Phillipines insists he ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      07 Sep 2023
			
  		
            Elden Chamberlain (pictured before his arrest) has spent the last 19 months behind bars ... READ MORE ... Mr Chamberlain is a British citizen but grew up in Western Australia's south-west before moving to Perth where he graduated from Curtin University ... .
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            On August 1, protesters against the Burrup Hub expansion in Western Australia, a project of one of Australia’s most ruthless fossil fuel companies, took to the Perth home of its CEO, Meg O’Neill.
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            On August 1, protesters against the Burrup Hub expansion in Western Australia, a project of one of Australia’s most ruthless fossil fuel companies, took to the Perth home of its CEO, Meg O’Neill.
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            OUT OF OUR PAST. Fire Chief Richard Campbell on Statesville's newest fire truck ... 19 opening ... (8/9) ... lab ... (8/10) ... Photos ... (8/12) ... Zander Adam Dockery, one of Iredell County's oldest citizens ... Perth ... Very few of our citizens are troubling their brains about it ... .
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